
apart
[əʹpɑ:t] adv

1. 1) в отдалении, в стороне, обособленно
far /wide/ apart - на большом расстоянии друг от друга
this house stood apart from others - этот дом стоял отдельно /в стороне/ от других
keep the dogs apart - не подпускайте собак друг к другу
towns 20 miles apart - города, отстоящие друг от друга на 20 миль
he tried to keep apart from family squabbles - он старался держаться в стороне от семейных склок

2) в сторону
to set English books apart - отложитьв сторону английские книги
to set some money apart - отложитьнемного денег (для какой-л. цели)

2. раздельно, порознь; врозь; различно, отлично от
to live /to dwell/ apart - жить врозь
the friends havegrown much apart - друзья разошлись /охладели друг к другу /
apart in manner [in behaviour/in demeanour/] - не похожий (на других) по своей манере держаться [по своему поведению]
the various meanings of a word must be kept clearly apart in a dictionary - в словаре различные значения слова должны чётко
разграничиваться
they are so much alike that only their mother knows them apart - они так похожи друг на друга, что только мать может различить
их
you must view each argument apart - нужно рассматривать каждый аргумент в отдельности

3. на части, на куски
to fall apart - развалиться на части /на куски /
to take apart - а) разобрать, демонтировать; to take the watch apart - разобрать часы; б) раскритиковать; разнести, разгромить;
she was taken apart for her stand - её чуть не растерзализа занятую ею позицию; в) дотошно разобраться (в чём-л. );
разобрать (что-л. ) по косточкам; детально проанализировать
the manager will take your excuses apart - заведующий быстро разберётся в ваших отговорках

4. (from) кроме; не считая, не говоря о
apart from his knowledge [affection] - помимо его знаний [привязанности]
apart from other considerations time is a factor - кроме всех других соображений, нужно учитывать и факторвремени

♢ jesting /joking/ apart - шутки в сторону

Apresyan (En-Ru)

apart
apart BrE [əˈpɑ t] NAmE [əˈpɑ rt] adverb

1. separated by a distance, of space or time
• The two houses stood 500 metres apart.
• Their birthdays are only three days apart.
• (figurative) The two sides in the talks are still a long way apart (= are far from reaching an agreement) .
2. not together; separate or separately

• We're living apart now.
• Over the years, Rosie and I had drifted apart .
• She keeps herself apart from other people.
• I can't tell the twins apart (= see the difference between them) .
3. into pieces

• The whole thing just came apart in my hands.
• We had to take the engine apart .
• When his wife died, his world fell apart .
4. used to say that sb/sth is not included in what you are talking about

• Victoria apart, not one of them seems suitable for the job.

see joking apart/aside at ↑joke v ., be poles apart at ↑pole n., rip sb/sth apart/to shreds/to bits at ↑rip v ., be worlds apart at ↑world

 
Word Origin:
[apart ] late Middle English: from Old French, from Latin a parte ‘at the side’.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

apart
a part S2 W1 /əˈpɑ t$ -ɑ rt/ BrE AmE adverb, adjective

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Old French; Origin: a part 'to the side']
1. NOT CLOSE/TOUCHING if things are apart, they are not close to each other or touching each other

two miles/six feet etc apart
Place the two posts 6 metres apart.
They haveoffices in countries as far apart as India and Peru.
The police try to keep rival supporters apart at all matches.
A couple of men started fighting and we had to pull them apart.
Joel stood apart from the group, frowning.

2. IN DIFFERENTPIECES if something comes apart, or you take it apart, it is separated into different pieces:
The whole thing comes apart so that you can clean it.
They took the engine apart to see what was wrong.

3. SEPARATE if you keep things apart, you keep them separate from each other:
I try to keep my work and private life as far apart as possible.

4. NOT AT SAME TIME if things are a particular time apart, they do not happen at the same time but have that much time between

Longman DOCE 5th Ed. (En-En)



them
two days/three weeks/fiveyears etc apart

Our birthdays are exactly a month apart.
5. PEOPLE if people are apart, they are not together in the same place, or not havinga relationship with each other:

The children have neverbeen apart before.
My wife and I are living apart at the moment.

apart from
He’s neverbeen apart from his mother.

6. fall apart
a) if something falls apart, it breaks into different pieces:

It just fell apart in my hands!
b) if something is falling apart, it is in very bad condition:

He drives around in an old car that’s falling apart.
c) if something falls apart, it fails completely:

He lost his job and his marriage fell apart.
The country’s economy is in danger of falling apart.

7. be torn apart if a marriage, family etc is torn apart, it can no longer continue because of serious difficulties:
The play portrays a good marriage torn apart by external forces.

8. be worlds/poles apart if people, beliefs, or ideas are worlds or poles apart, they are completely different from each other:
I realized we were still worlds apart.

9. grow/drift apart if people drift or grow apart, their relationship slowly becomes less close:
Lewis and his father drifted apart after he moved to New York.

10. joking apart used to say that you want to say something seriously:
Joking apart, they did do quite a good job for us.

11. somebody/something apart except for someone or something:
The car industry apart, most industries are now seeing an improvement in their economic performance.

12. set somebody/something apart to make someone or something different from other people or things:
Her unusual lifestyle set her apart as a child.
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